
LEVELS OF COMMUNICATION 

There are five levels of communication.  

1.Intrapersonal Communication  

2,Interpersonal Communication  

3. Mediated communication  

4.Person to Group communication  

5.Mass communication 

Definitions of Communication. 

                             It is the way to Express your ideas thoughts, expression feelings or emotions through 

verbal or non-verbal signs and symbols... 

.communication is process of transmitting n receiving verbal messages.                                                             

   Interpersonal=                                                            

                       Intrapersonal communication is a communication or’s internal us a of language or thought 

.it con be useful  to envision intrapersonal communication caution occurring in the mind which contours 

a sender receiver and feedback loop  it com be based on emotion feelings. Thinlcing .planning etc. 

1.Example =     

                   Each miming you decide how to. Dress. What to eat .where to go. Etc. this kind of internal 

communication funs the foundation for the other four levels of communication  . 

2.Example  

                      Speaking on the phone: whether we call a friend or a taxi we are engaging in interpersonal 

communication. Tone of voice is as important as words when we are talking to someone verbally. 

Definitions Interpersonal= 

                               Interpersonal communication is an exchange of informal in b/w two or more people it 

is also on area of study and research that seeks to understand how humans use verbal and non verbal 

cues to a accomplish a number of personal relational goods. 

1.Examples = 

                  Sign language. Many members of the deaf community communicate using sign language 

which comes in many forms. British sign  language (BSL) and American sing Language (ASL)are just two 

examples of these.  

2.Examples = 

                      Sending text message  .text messaging or using similar messaging services such as 

WhatsApp _ is another spontaneous way of communicating often have many of the of the elements of a 



conversation between group of people talking in the same room though in all of the interlocutors can be 

scattered throughout the globe.     

Mediated  definitions= 

                            While mediated communication helps to connect those who would not otherwise be 

able to communicate. The small group process works best when group members con be physically in 

the same location. Experiencing both the verbal and nonverbal communication occurring within the 

group process  

1,Examples =and is seen as more private parties usually require technologies new computerised 

media such as mobile telephone or instant mesmessag. 

2. Examples = 

Hypertext distance learning interne forums. Usenet. Newsgroups. Bulletin boards. Online shopping 

distribution  lists and videoconferencing.                   

• Definitions Mass communication= 

Mass Communication is a process in which  person. Group of people or an organisation sends a message 

through a channel of communication to a large group of anonymous and heterogeneous  people and 

organisations.    Mas communication the process whereby media organisation produce and transmit 

messages to large publics and the process by which those messages are sought, used, understood, and 

influence . 

1 .Examples  

Books. Television. Large. Gatherings addressed by a leader. Newspaper. 

Mass communication represents the creation and sending of a heterogeneous message to a large 

heterogeneous audience through the media.  

2.Example   

                    look through a close up lens at the individual receivers of the content the audience and ask 

on how the use mass communication.  


